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USB-IF Announces New USB Audio/Video Device Class Specification
Addition of A/V Capabilities Enable Comprehensive USB Solutions

BEAVERTON, Ore. – December 8, 2011 – The USB-IF today announced its release of the USB-IF Audio/Video Device Class Specification. The specification supports the transfer of A/V data over USB to a wide variety of A/V devices, including cell phones, cameras, pico projectors, webcams, large HD displays and TVs. The A/V Device Class Definition enables manufacturers of small form factor devices to develop single-cable devices, which provide both power and display over one USB cable.

“The USB-IF is thrilled to have added the USB Audio/Visual Device Class Definition to its robust set of specifications,” said Jeff Ravencraft, USB-IF President & COO. “This addition further establishes USB as an all-inclusive, comprehensive solution for manufacturers and consumers, while maintaining the affordability and ease-of-use that have made USB so successful. Continued USB advancements along with the technology’s scalability pave the road ahead for USB.”

USB provides consumers with an affordable, backward compatible solution that supplies not only data transfer, but also simultaneously delivers seamless audio/video capabilities, power, mass storage and more. In comparison, other technologies are designed only for a primary application. For example, many specifications are designed to just connect mobile phones and portable devices to HDTVs and displays. Additionally, the USB licensing obligation for the new Audio/Video Device Class Specification is on a reciprocal, zero-royalty basis. USB brings to market a complete solution, providing consumers with a myriad of use cases.

For more information on USB and the A/V Device Class Definition, please visit http://www.usb.org.

About the USB-IF
The non-profit USB Implementers Forum, Inc. was formed to provide a support organization and forum for the advancement and adoption of USB technology. The USB-IF facilitates the development of high-quality compatible USB devices through its logo and compliance program, and promotes the benefits of USB and the quality of products that have passed compliance testing. Further information, including postings of the most recent product and technology announcements, is available by visiting the USB-IF website at www.usb.org.
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